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We describe theoretical insights into the mechanism of Hg–C bond protonolysis in methyl

mercury coordinated by the tris(2-mercapto-1-tert-butylimidazolyl)hydroborato ligand, the

structural and functional analogue of the organomercurial lyase MerB. Different cleavage

pathways including both frontside and backside attack transition states were systematically

studied by the hybrid density functional method B3LYP. Dependence of Hg–C bond activation

on the primary sulfur coordination number of mercury was elaborated, and conceptual DFT

indexes were suggested to be more appropriate than gross charge of atom sites in interpreting the

dependence. Furthermore, absence of configurational inversion in MerB-catalyzed reactions was

accounted for by examinations of the backside protonolysis pathways in the present system.

Lastly, a rationalization was provided about the choice between different characteristics

of transition states including both four-center and six-center ones.

Introduction

The widely distributed mercury and its compounds are

extremely harmful to living organisms.1–8 The protonolysis

of the alkyl carbon–mercury bond is notoriously inert under

physiological conditions; however, the natural organo-

mercurial lyase MerB accelerates the protolytic cleavage by

106–107 fold.9–14 (Fig. 1(a)).

Mechanistic studies of the MerB lyase are consequently

important to improve the detoxification efficiency and to

develop new remediation technologies. However, the roles of

the crucial cysteine residues (Fig. 1(b)) and the identity of the

proton donor in the catalytic mechanism of MerB have

been controversial (Fig. 2(a)). Specifically, site-directed

mutagenesis17 and NMR spectroscopy18–20 investigations

indicate that one of the two conserved cysteine residues should

serve as the Brønsted acid and concomitantly become liganded

to Hg2+; nonetheless, the pioneering enzymology studies13,21,22

and recent X-ray crystallography research15 suggest that both

cysteine residues should focus on activating the Hg–C bond

while Asp-99 should act as the proton donor (Fig. 2(b)), which

was further supported by the recently published study of the

MerB mechanism.23

Model studies have assisted the understanding of catalysis

mechanism of MerB significantly. Experimental work on the

acidic cleavage of substituted naphthalene mercurial using

dithiols as ligands suggests that a carboxylic acid could serve

as the acid donor25 and supports Fig. 2(a1). Observations of

the degradation of tetrahedral organomercury phosphane and

thioether complexes, respectively, have demonstrated that

multiple primary coordinations, by phosphane26 or sulfur,24

could play an important role in alkyl carbon–mercury bond

protonolysis. Although with rather small computational

models, theoretical studies have also provided important

insights. It has been shown that increase of negative charges

at the reactive methyl carbon site,27–29 which could result

from successive coordination of thiolates to Hg,30 would

facilitate protonolysis of the Hg–C bond. In addition, a

frontside six-center transition state (TS) involving

OH-containing residues, which could allow the formation of

a second Hg–S bond and therefore would be energetically

advantageous, has been proposed for the MerB-catalyzed

protonolysis24,31 (Fig. 2(a3)).

The systematic work targeting the tris(2-mercapto-1-

tert-butylimidazolyl)hydroborato ([Tmt-Bu]) and 1-tert-

butylimidazole-2-thione ([Hmimt-Bu]) ligand systems has been

regarded as a breakthrough in searching for functional models

of MerB.31–34 Although the model system of the [Tmt-Bu]HgR

compounds might not fully exhibit the steric constraints of the

MerB enzyme, their ability to react with PhSH rapidly to yield

[Tmt-Bu]HgSPh and RH at room temperature have demon-

strated the facile cleavage of a carbon–mercury bond in a

sulfur-rich coordination environment resembling closely

the active site of MerB. The capability of [Tmt-Bu] ligand to

switch to higher-coordinate isomers, supported by 1H NMR

spectroscopic studies and two-dimensional exchange spectro-

scopy experiments, has been proposed to account for

the exceptional reactivity (Fig. 3). However, the detailed

protonolysis mechanism and the specific roles that the

proposed configurational isomers play are not clear and need

further investigations.
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In this context, we focused on possible transition states and

intermediates in the protonolysis of all the proposed k1, k2,

and k3 coordination modes of [Tmt-Bu]HgMe complexes

([k1/k2/k3-Tmt-Bu]HgMe for short) to further the knowledge

of the dependence of Hg–C bond activation towards

effective protonolysis on mercury’s primary sulfur coordination

number. Because [Tmt-Bu] has been regarded as the

breakthrough structural and functional analogue of MerB,

both the frontside and backside pathways have been examined

to understand the absence of configurational inversion in

MerB-catalyzed protonolysis (Fig. 4). Moreover, we have

been examined two ways to assist the frontside four-center

TS, namely six-center TS and hydrogen bond (HB)-assisted

four-center TS, to evaluate the role of the proposed six-center

TS in MerB-catalyzed protonolysis of organomercurials

(Fig. 4).

Model and methods

Computation model

The initial geometrical parameters of the methyl mercury

coordinated by [k1-Tmt-Bu] ligand is extracted from CCDC

#648328,32 and shown in Fig. 5(a) with critical bond lengths.

The k2 and k3 coordination modes were built up by manually

Fig. 1 The organomercurial lyase MerB. (a) Crystal structure of MerB15 visualized by the VMD software.16 For clarification, the color of the

protein varies from blue to green starting from the N-terminus. Key residues Cys-96, Asp-99 and Cys-159 are highlighted. (b) Stereoview of

the active site of the free MerB15 visualized by the VMD software. The side chains of Cys-96, Asp-99 and Cys-159 are highlighted, together with the

distances between the aspartic and cysteine residues (Å).

Fig. 2 (a) Controversial hypotheses of the protonolysis transition state, highlighting roles of conserved active-site cysteine residues. (1) Both

conserved cysteines chelate Hg2+ to activate the Hg–C bond, and a third residue is responsible for the protic attack;13,15,21–23 (2) The conserved

Cys-159 serves as the primary ligand for RHg+, and the other conserved cysteine, Cys-96 as proposed, protonates C and concomitantly forms

another Hg–S bond.17–20 (3) Similar to (2), but a hypothetically proposed OH-containing residue facilitates S–H deprotonation and concomitant

protonation of the methyl carbon in the rate-determining transition state.24 (b) Mechanism of MerB-catalyzed protonolysis of organomercurials

proposed in the recent X-ray crystallography research.15

Fig. 3 The protonolysis reaction described in Melnick and Parkin’s

work.32 The ability to switch to higher-coordinate isomers was

proposed to account for the exceptional reactivity of the [Tmt-Bu]HgR

complex.
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adjusting the H–B–N–C dihedral angle to examine the

participation of these isomers in the protolytic cleavage of

methyl mercury.

Computational details

All calculations presented herein were performed employing

hybrid DFT with B3LYP exchange–correlation functional35–39

as implemented in the Gaussian 03 program package.40 For

geometry optimizations, the triple-z plus both polarization

and diffuse functions basis set 6-311+G(d) was used for

sulfur atoms; the double-z plus polarization basis set

6-31G(d,p)41–43 was used for the other non-metal atoms.

Based on optimized geometries, more accurate energies were

obtained by performing single-point calculations with

larger basis set 6-311++G(2d,2p) for all the non-metal

atoms. Throughout the calculations the SDD pseudo-

potential and valence basis set42 have been employed for

the mercury ion, the performance of which has been demon-

strated in the recent literature.24,44 Solvent effects were

considered by performing single-point calculations on the

optimized structures using the CPCM model.45–48 In

this model, the solvent is represented by a constant dielectric

medium surrounding a cavity containing the solute.

The solvent was chosen to be benzene according to the

literature. For the basis set, calculations were first done

at the levels of both geometrical optimizations and accurate

energy calculations. Because the results were similar,

the optimization level of basis set was employed throughout

the solvent effects computations. Frequency calculations

were performed at the optimization level of basis set to

confirm the nature of stationary points, and to obtain

zero-point corrections and the Gibbs free energies (i.e., the

term of the sum of electronic and thermal free energies).

All energies herein are reported in two sets: electronic

energies corrected for basis set, solvent, and zero-point

vibrational effects, and Gibbs free energies with basis set

and solvent corrections. BSSE corrections have been carried

out with the Counterpoise keyword provided by Gaussian 03

package. For computations of the conceptual DFT indices in

this paper, the SCF method has been employed to obtain the

ionization potential (IP) and electron affinity (EA) according

to the equations I = EN�1 � EN, A = EN � EN+1, where

Fig. 4 Protonolysis transition states of [k1/k2/k3-Tmt-Bu]HgMe studied

in present study. The bold curve stands for the [k1/k2/k3-Tmt-Bu]

ligand. Panel (a) represents the frontside attack pathways: (a1) front-

side four-center TS; (a2) frontside six-center TS; (a3) frontside

HB-assisted four-center TS. Panel (b) represents the backside attack

pathways: (b1) backside TS involving one PhSH; (b2) backside TS

involving two PhSH. See text for further explanation.

Fig. 5 Experimental and optimized structures: (a) [k1-Tmt-Bu]HgMe from CCDC#648328; (b) optimized [k1-Tmt-Bu]HgMe; (c) optimized

[k2-Tmt-Bu]HgMe; (d) optimized [k3-Tmt-Bu]HgMe.
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IP (I) and EA (A) are obtained from total electronic energy

calculations on the N � 1, N, N + 1 electron systems, at the

neutral molecule geometry.

Results

Geometrical conformation

The optimized structures of [k1/k2/k3-Tmt-Bu]HgMe complexes

as well as the experimental structure of [k1-Tmt-Bu]HgMe

extracted from CCDC #648328 are shown in Fig. 5. The k1

structure reproduces the experimental parameters. The

difference of its primary Hg–S bond length 2.53 Å with the

experimental value 2.40 Å is ascribed to the loss of periodicity

in the computation model. The optimized k2 structure reflects
the preference of [Tmt-Bu]HgMe for k1 coordination mode.32

Specifically, the two manually built primary Hg–S bonds

change to 2.48 and 2.97 Å, respectively. For k3 structure, its

Hg–S bonds are optimized to be 2.68, 2.83 and 2.84 Å,

respectively. The elongation is consistent with the strong

correlation between the Hg–S bond length and the sulfur

coordination number of mercury.49,50 Moreover, the bond

length values show the system’s preference for k1 coordination
mode again.

Because it has been shown that B3PW91 and PBE1PBE

yield geometries which are closer to MP2 and CCSD ones,

especially where relatively weak interactions are involved, we

also employed these functionals and results suggest that

they provide basically the same structures with only slight

differences.

Frontside four-center TS

Optimized structures of four-centre frontside attack TS

and corresponding PRO for [k1/k2/k3-Tmt-Bu]HgMe

complexes are shown in Fig. 6. The energy profiles for

[k1/k2/k3-Tmt-Bu]HgMe complexes are shown in Fig. 7.

The TS structures suggest that the electrophilic substitution

happens from stretching of S–H bond of PhSH towards

the activated carbon site. Specifically, from RE to TS

structures, the average bond length of Hg–C bond of the

complex and S–H bond of PhSH increase from 2.1 and

1.3 Å to 2.4 and 1.7 Å, respectively. The average bond

length of complex–HPhSH reaches 1.4 Å in TS structures.

Frequency calculations were carried out to confirm the nature

of transition states to be the transfer of PhSH proton to

methyl mercury carbon. In the PRO structures, the proton

donor PhSH has its deprotonated sulfur coordinated to the

mercury.

Electronic energy profiles show that the formation

of RE complex for k1 mode is exothermic, while it is

slightly endothermic for k2 and k3 modes (profile a,

Fig. 7). In the subsequent protonolysis step, the k3

complex exhibits the lowest barrier, which should be

attributed to the largest sulfur coordination number in k3

coordination mode. Free energy profiles suggest generally

the same trend, except that the entropy effect has caused

the formation energy of RE complex and the barrier

to increase by 9.4 and 2.1 kcal mol�1 on average, respec-

tively. Interestingly, in all the obtained TS structures, the

mercury is coordinated by at least two sulfur ligands of

the [Tmt-Bu]. This phenomenon may reflect the require-

ment of mercury for a sulfur coordination number exceeding

two to incur effective protonolysis of alkyl carbon–mercury

bond.

Frontside six-center TS

Only for [k1/k2-Tmt-Bu]HgMe complexes has the six-center TS

been located. The optimized structures of TS and corresponding

PRO are shown with critical bond lengths in Fig. 8. The energy

profiles are provided in Fig. 7. For the sake of clarification, the

PhSH which provides a proton to the methyl carbon in TS

structures is referred to by PhSH1, and the PhSH providing

proton to the PhSH1 sulfur is referred to by PhSH2.

(The convention is used throughout the paper.) That is

to say, PhSH1 functions in the same way as the proton

donor PhSH in the frontside four-center TS described above,

and PhSH2 should represent Y–OH in Strasdeit’s notion.24,31

Analysis of TS structures suggest that the initial proton

attack happens directly from stretching of S–H bond of

PhSH1; at the same time PhSH2 contributes its proton

to PhSH1 and weakly coordinates to mercury. Specifically,

the bond lengths of Hg–C, C–HPhSH1 and SPhSH1–HPhSH1

change in a similar manner to those in the four-center

situation. The average bond length of SPhSH2–HPhSH2 only

increases to 1.4 Å in the TS structures. The average bond

length of SPhSH2–Hg is 2.9 Å, suggesting its weak coordination

interaction to mercury. Subsequent frequency calculations

have confirmed that the transition states correspond to the

transfer of PhSH1 proton to the methyl mercury carbon, with

the minute displacement of the PhSH2 proton towards

the PhSH1 sulfur. In the PRO structures, PhSH1 gets the

proton from PhSH2, and the sulfur of PhSH2 coordinates to

the mercury.

Similarly to the four-center situation, the clear dependence

of protonolysis barrier on the sulfur coordination number of

mercury has been demonstrated (profile b, Fig. 7). In addition,

it has been confirmed again that the mercury ion is

coordinated by at least two sulfur ligands in all the obtained

TS structures. It should be noted that, concerning the

free energy results, the average RE formation energy is larger

than the four-center value by 13.0 kcal mol�1, and the

protonolysis barrier increases by 5.0 kcal mol�1 in average

compared to the electronic energy value, which should

be attributed to the additional entropy loss caused by

introducing one more PhSH molecule according to the

calculation results.

Frontside HB-assisted four-center TS

Attempts to find the frontside six-center TS for k3 complex

have not succeeded as expected. Instead, a hydrogen bond

(HB)-assisted four-center TS has been located, which has also

been considered for k1 and k2 complexes. The optimized

structures of TS and PRO are shown with critical bond lengths

in Fig. 9. Energy profiles are shown in Fig. 7. Analysis of TS

structures and subsequent frequency calculations suggest the

transition state corresponds to the PhSH1 proton to methyl

mercury carbon, with a stationary PhSH2 behaving as a pure
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hydrogen bond donor to PhSH1. In the PRO, the PhSH1

sulfur coordinates to the mercury.

Clearly, the mercury being coordinated by at least two

sulfur ligands in TS structures has been demonstrated again.

Moreover, the electronic value of the protonolysis barrier for

the k3 complex was calculated to be 25.9 kcal mol�1 relative to

the free reactants (profile c, Fig. 7), which is the lowest one

among all the studied frontside pathways. However, its

free energy barrier increases considerably, which could be

attributed to the entropy loss by introducing one more PhSH

molecule.

Backside TS

Backside pathways, involving one or two PhSH molecules, of

the protolytic cleavage of [k1/k2/k3-Tmt-Bu]HgMe complexes

have been investigated to understand the absence of this

pattern in MerB-catalyzed protonolysis of organomercurials.

The optimized structures of TS and PRO presented in Fig. 10

are only for the k3 complex for clarity, since the k3 coordina-
tion mode exhibited the lowest barrier compared to the other

two modes. (The structures of backside attack pathway for

[k1/k2/k3-Tmt-Bu]HgMe complexes are provided in ESI.w)
Barriers and reaction energies are listed in Table 1, where

data of frontside pathways are also provided for comparison.

TS structure analysis and frequency calculations have

confirmed the validity of the protonolysis transition state.

Unfortunately, as shown in Fig. 10, backside TS involving

either one or two PhSH molecules failed to transform into the

stable PRO and resulted in high-energy INT where the

negative-charged sulfur of PhSH1 and positive charged

mercury were screened apart. This may be ascribed to the

long distance between the sulfur of PhSH2 and the mercury

(5.6 Å in average).

Discussion

Dependence of the barrier of the protolytic cleavage of the alkyl

carbon–mercury bond on the primary sulfur coordination

number of mercury

In this work, three different coordination modes of the

[Tmt-Bu] ligand have been investigated to examine their

Fig. 6 Structures of the frontside attack pathway featuring four-center TS. (a), (d), (g): RE for [k1/k2/k3-Tmt-Bu]HgMe complexes, respectively;

(b), (e), (h): the corresponding TS; (c), (f), (i): the corresponding PRO. For clarity, the tert-butyl groups of the [Tmt-Bu] ligand and the phenyl group

of the thiophenol are omitted in the figures in the Results section. Figures with full molecules are provided in ESI.w
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impact on alkyl carbon–mercury bond protonolysis.

Although PhSH might be a weaker proton donor than

the aspartate residue of MerB, the understanding of

the ligand’s ability to allow the protonolysis at the room

temperature should still contribute to the study of

effective degradation of organomercurials. In all the studied

pathways, the [k3-Tmt-Bu]HgMe complex exhibited the

lowest barriers in the protonolytic cleavage step compared

Fig. 7 Energy profiles for frontside attack pathways for [k1/k2/k3-Tmt-Bu]HgMe complexes. Profiles a, b and c represent the frontside four-center,

six-center and HB-assisted four-center pathways, respectively. The values outside the parentheses are electronic energies corrected for basis set,

solvent, and zero-point effects, while the values inside the parentheses are Gibbs free energies with basis set and solvent corrections; the profiles are

prepared based on the electronic energies corrected for basis set, solvent, and zero-point effects. It should be noted that, for clarity, because k1 and
its isomers were proposed to be in rapid equilibrium,32 we decided to leave out the small difference among the energies of free species of k1, k2 and
k3 modes. That is to say, in preparing a certain profile, after calculating the formation energy of each RE complex with BSSE corrections

individually, we aligned their zero values as depicted.

Fig. 8 Structures of the frontside attack pathway featuring six-center TS. (a), (d): RE for [k1/k2-Tmt-Bu]HgMe complexes, respectively; (b), (e):

the corresponding TS; (c), (f): the corresponding PRO.
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to k1 and k2 counterparts, demonstrating clear dependence

of protonolysis barrier on the primary sulfur coordination

number of mercury. The reason why barriers for

[k2-Tmt-Bu]HgMe are much higher is that, as shown in

Fig. 7, the formation of the corresponding reactant

complexes are much more endothermic than the others.

Furthermore, the mercury ion exclusively possesses at

least two primary sulfur ligands in the obtained proto-

nolysis transition states, indicating that a primary sulfur

coordination number larger than two is necessary to incur

effective protonolysis of the alkyl carbon–mercury bond.

Therefore, our results suggest that both the conserved

cysteine residues of the organomercurial lyase MerB,

Cys-159 and Cys-96, should function mainly as primary

ligands instead of the proton donor, which is consistent

with the recent X-ray crystallography15 and theoretical

work.23

Because gross charge of atom sites has been used in related

literatures to explain the reactivity difference,28,30 NBO

charges of the methyl carbon site in [Tmt-Bu]HgMe isomers

were calculated (Table 2). However, the obtained values were

inconsistent with the barriers, probably because the sole usage

of gross charges could not represent the electron density

distribution of the reactive site. According to Klopman’s

notion,51 the soft–soft reactions should be frontier controlled

instead of charge controlled. To this end, the condensed-to-

atom variants of the Fukui function,52 the local softness,53 and

the local philicity54 of [Tmt-Bu]HgMe isomers have been

calculated and demonstrated consistence with barriers

(Table 2). Specifically, at the reactive methyl carbon site,

much larger fk
� was found in k3 complex than in k2 or k1

ones, and the k2 complex has similar fk
� to the k1 complex.

Because large value of fk
� favors reactivity of the atom site

towards electrophilic attack, the much lower protonolysis

barrier of the k3 complex can be quite well rationalized.

Moreover, the calculated indexes sk
� and wk

� suggest

basically the same trend. Therefore, the dependence of the

barrier of Hg–C bond protonolysis on the primary sulfur

coordination number of should originate in the change

of the frontier electron densities at the methyl carbon site

when the mercury’s primary sulfur coordination number

changes.

Frontside attack vs. backside attack in the protonolysis TS

For the acidic cleavage of the alkyl carbon–mercury bond,

the configurational retention pathway has been the

preferred course in systems which have been investigated

Fig. 9 Structures of the frontside attack pathway featuring HB-assisted four-center TS. (a), (d), (g): RE for [k1/k2/k3-Tmt-Bu]HgMe complexes,

respectively; (b), (e), (h): the corresponding TS; (c), (f), (i): the corresponding PRO.
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stereochemically.13,21,22,55 In this work, efforts have been made

to study possible transition states and intermediates in the

backside attack protonolysis pathways to understand the

absence of the backside style in related systems. Analysis

of barriers suggests that the backside attack TS always

requires less activation energy than the corresponding

frontside attack TS (Table 1). (The word ‘‘corresponding’’

means the same coordination mode of [Tmt-Bu] and the

same amount of PhSH in comparison.) This is consistent

with recent work by Ni and colleagues,30 and has been

attributed to the repulsion between positively charged species

in frontside TS.55 However, backside TS has lead to separation

of positive and negative charges after the transition state

of protolytic cleavage. Although efforts have been made in

trying different reaction coordinates such as bending of

Hg–C–SPhSH1 angle and so on, the expected proton exchange

between PhSH molecules and subsequent transformation

Fig. 10 Structures of the backside attack pathway for the k3 complex. (a), (b), (c): RE, TS and PRO involving one PhSH molecule; (d), (e), (f):

RE, TS and PRO involving two PhSH molecules.

Table 1 Barriers and reaction energies of the studied pathwaysa

Molecule

Frontside Backside

Four-center Six-center HB-assisted four-center One PhSH Two PhSH

[k1-Tmt-Bu]HgMe 33.4 (35.3b) 31.6 (35.2) 30.5 (31.2) 27.0 (28.6) 22.7 (25.7)
�15.7c (�17.1) �17.3 (�17.0) �17.0 (�20.7) 29.0 (29.4) 24.0 (24.6)

[k2-Tmt-Bu]HgMe 36.9 (48.0) 37.2 (61.8) 37.7 (57.1) 26.2 (26.7) 24.5 (22.6)
�15.1 (�6.8) �13.0 (4.8) �12.7 (6.6) 27.3 (24.3) 24.3 (22.0)

[k3-Tmt-Bu]HgMe 30.0 (41.4) 25.9 (48.8) 20.8 (21.0) 19.2 (20.0)
�19.7 (�9.6) �20.6 (�1.0) 19.7 (16.4) 14.5 (15.0)

a For clarity, in contrast to Fig. 7 where the sum of energies of free species are treated as zero, the barriers and reaction energies listed here are

relative to the sum of energies of the free species energies if the energies of the corresponding REs are higher (for k2 and k3), and relative to energies

of REs if they are lower (for k1). In this way, barriers of the protonolytic cleavage steps are more straightforward to analyze. b Values without

parentheses are electronic energies corrected for basis set, solvent, and zero-point vibrational effects, while the values inside parentheses are Gibbs

free energies with basis set and solvent corrections. c For each complex, the first line gives the barrier, and the second line shows the reaction

energy.

Table 2 Local reactivity parameters of the reactive carbon site of
[Tmt-Bu] system

Molecule qN fk
� sk

� wk
�

k1 7.09617 0.01655 0.00299 0.03090
k2 7.12085 0.02653 0.00467 0.04690
k3 7.13616 0.09216 0.01647 0.19324
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into stable PRO failed to occur even if the ratio of PhSH to

[Tmt-Bu]HgMe reached two, which could be ascribed to the

long distance between the sulfur of PhSH2 and the

mercury ion (5.6 Å on average). Involvement of more

PhSH molecules might facilitate the formation of stable

PRO structures by shortening the distance, but should cause

additional entropy loss in forming the reactant complex,

and which factor is dominant would highly depends on the

reaction system. Therefore, though the backside barrier tends

to be lower than the frontside one, it is difficult for the

backside TS to transform into stable PRO structures in the

[Tmt-Bu]HgMe system without introducing large entropy

cost. This difficulty might account for the absence of the

configurational inversion pathway in MerB and other related

systems.

Does the frontside four-center TS need assistance?

Extensive enzymatic studies have demonstrated that

enzymes reduce reaction barriers by stabilizing the

transition states. Accordingly, it has been proposed that

six-center TS involving an additional Y–OH residue would

feature a second primary thiolate ligand to the mercury ion

and thus lower the protonolysis barrier.24,31 In this

theoretical work on the [Tmt-Bu] system, the functional

analogue of MerB, both a frontside four-center TS involving

one PhSH molecule, and a frontside six-center TS

and HB-assisted four-center TS involving two inter-

active PhSH molecules, have been systematically studied

to examine the assistance that the additional PhSH

could bring.

(1) Electronic barriers for [k1/k3-Tmt-Bu]HgMe were calculated

as six-center TSEHB-assisted four-center oneo four-center one,

indicating that the additional PhSH molecule could assist

the four-center TS. (As discussed in the above section,

the much higher barriers for [k2-Tmt-Bu]HgMe were attributed

to the much more endothermic formation of the

corresponding REs.)

(2) Attempts to locate the HB-enhancing four-center TS for

the [Hmimt-Bu]n=1HgMe complex only results into the

six-center TS (structures are provided in ESIw). This scenario
corresponds to the model that Strasdeit et al. have employed

in the quantum calculations,24 where primary sulfur coordina-

tion numbers less than two in the reactant complex could not

incur effective protonolysis of the mercury–carbon bond.

Therefore, the six-center TS was calculated to be apparently

advantageous because the PhSH provided an extra sulfur

ligand.

(3) When the primary sulfur coordination number of

mercury equals two in the TS structures of the k1 or k2

complex, the additional sulfur ligand that the PhSH2

would provide in the front six-center TS could merely

bring weak coordination interaction (Table 3). Thus, the

assistance brought by six-center TS was similar to that

by HB-assisted four-center TS. Analysis of free energy

results suggest almost the same trend, except that the barriers

of protonolysis TS involving two PhSH molecules increase

by 0.7 to 6.3 kcal mol�1 compared to the corresponding

electronic energy values, because of the entropy loss in

introducing the second PhSH. In related enzymatic reactions,

however, the entropy effect could be reduced by the

conformational adjustment of and the weak interactions

within the enzyme.

(4) When the primary sulfur coordination number of

mercury exceeds two (reaching three in the k3 complex in this

work), the reactant complex gets another sulfur coordination

interaction (Table 3) and thus would be easier for protonolysis

than k1 or k2 complex. Furthermore, from the coordination

chemistry point of view, the pseudo-tetrahedrally coordinated

mercury would be already saturated and it could be hard

for new-coming sulfur to get in. Therefore, the six-center

TS might lose its value as allowing another sulfur ligand,

and the HB-assisted four-center TS should be a better way

to lower the reaction barrier, which could rationalize the

absence of the six-center TS for [k3-Tmt-Bu]HgMe complex

reasonably.

Conclusions

In the present paper, we have systematically investigated

the mechanism of the protolytic cleavage of Hg–C bond in

methyl mercury activated by the [Tmt-Bu] ligand, the

breakthrough structural and functional analogue of the

organomercurial lyase MerB. Protonolysis pathways involving

all the proposed k1, k2 and k3 coordination modes of

[Tmt-Bu]HgMe have been carefully studied. Electronic

barriers suggest that the frontside HB-assisted four-center

TS of the k3 complex should be the most probable one

in the original experiments. Our calculations have demon-

strated the clear correlation between protonolysis barriers

Table 3 Wiberg bond indexes of selected atom pairs of the [Tmt-Bu] system

Molecule Hg–S48 Hg–S49 Hg–S7 Hg–SPhSH1 Hg–SPhSH2

k1 Four-center 0.3261 0.2803 0.1752
HB-assisted four-center 0.3600 0.2790 0.1290 0.0023
Six-center 0.3243 0.2427 0.0513 0.1534

k2 Four-center 0.3950 0.2807 0.1650
HB-assisted four-center 0.4148 0.2736 0.1288 0.0014
Six-center 0.2553 0.3734 0.0548 0.1505

k3 Four-center 0.2541 0.3028 0.1946 0.0962
HB-assisted four-center 0.2249 0.3286 0.2286 0.0542 0.0022
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and the primary sulfur coordination number of mercury.

Conceptual DFT indexes were found more appropriate

to interpret this correlation than gross charge of atom

sites. Interestingly, it could be inferred from transition

state structures that the primary sulfur coordination number

should equal or exceed two to incur effective protonolysis.

Moreover, careful examination of the backside path-

ways suggests that the difficulty to transform into stable

product structures with minimum entropy loss should

be responsible for the absence of configurational inversion

in MerB-catalyzed degradations of organomercurials.

Lastly, our results suggest that how the frontside four-center

transition state can be assisted, and whether the six-

center one is the right choice should be rationalized

according to mercury’s already-acquired coordination

situation.
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